CONTEST GUIDELINES.
The competitor should fulfill the following conditions
in order to participate:
1. Competitors
The contest is addressed to couples from everywhere in the world, that have
bought any Romanza package including a photograph.
Only the members of the newlywed couple are able to participate (with a limit of 3
months after the wedding or the equivalent to 90 consecutive days) posting in
Facebook or Weddingwire, a review that grades and narrate their experience with
ROMANZA, as long as they meet the requirements and the contest guidelines.
The gift is limited to a 1 piece for each nuptial couple; any member of the newlywed
couple can participate with their review.

2. Selection of competitors and validity
Once the competitors write the review in any of the before-mention platforms,
they should send by inbox in Facebook or by mail to the following address:
socialmedia@romanza.com.mx; a legible screenshot of photo that shows the
review, full name of the bride or groom and the location of the wedding
(the competitor will be contacted by ROMANZA with the confirmation of their
participation and will ask the necessary information to send the gift.)
-The validity of the participation is determined by the wedding date of the couple
covered by ROMANZA; having a limit until 21:59 hrs (GMT-4) of the 90 day
subsequent the wedding date.

3. Communication and deliver of the GIFTS
The competitors will be contacted by ROMANZA via Facebook (from the profile
they have sent the information and screenshot to participate) or via mail, requesting
the information such as:
•
•
•
•

Full name
Address
City
State / Region

•
•
•
•

Country
ZIP
Cuil/Cnpj-Cpf: (Argentina/Brazil)
Email of contact

If no response is received or if the winner cannot be found in a term of 72 hours
after ROMANZA requested the information, the competitor will be immediately
eliminated and will lost the gift without any notification.
Once the winners are confirmed, a list will be post on facebook.com/romanzamx,
every 30th of the month.
Each and every one of the gifts is personal and non-transferable; in case the gift
cannot be delivered in the country of the competitor by operative or other reasons
considered by ROMANZA, none of the gifts can be exchanged for money or any
other presentation, and cannot be transferable to someone else.
The herein Contest is free, in this way to obtain the gifts, it is not necessary the
refund of any quantity.

4. Disqualification
The competitors will be immediately disqualified and therefore their participation
will not be valid in the contests the comments or reviews that meet the following:
Non-appropriate reviews and/or comments being offensive, insulting or
discriminatory that could violate third-parties rights.
ROMANZA reserves the right to verify, by any procedure considered convenient,
that the competitors in the contests fulfill every requirement presented in the
herein contests guidelines, if the requested information is not delivered in a term of
72 hours after the request the competitor will be immediately eliminated and will
lost the gift without notification.

5. Gifts
ROMANZA will send the winners a gift with the following specifications:
1 printed canvas, final dimension (65cm x 90cm). Does not include stretcher.
With a value of 210 USD
The shipment would be paid by ROMANZA and it reserves the right to choose the
messaging system to ship the gift. The process to ship the Canvas will depend on
the workload and could take from 45 to 60 work days.

6.- Acceptance of the herein guidelines.
The possible competitors will be inform in the contest “WIN A CANVAS” that
implies the full and unconditional acceptance of the terms and conditions stated in
the Guidelines by each and every one of the competitors.
ROMANZA reserves the right to disqualified the participation of the people that do
not fulfill the guidelines and specially any participation in which the data is false.
ATTENTION: The participation will be valid if the competitor writes a proactive
comment or review in the “Reviews” section of Facebook or WeddingWire, that
show the experience the competitor had with the photography service during the
wedding.
The competitor accepts that ROMANZA reserves the right to the election of the
photography that will be printed as a gift for the participation of the herein contest.
The competitor confirms the knowledge and accepts that ROMANZA own the
author rights of the graphic material, which guarantee that ROMANZA and its
subsidiaries can use it to exhibition and/or physical or digital reproduction as
convenient. This material could be used with commercial or non-commercial
purposes, published in any communication media, whereas electronic, printed or
visual, reproduced, given up, modified, showed it without any limitation by reason
of material, territory and/or time and, in general dispose of such without prior
authorization of the competitor neither the payment of any remuneration.
The simple fact of participating and obey the herein guidelines of the contest, is
understood that the competitor expressly and unconditionally accepts the
before said without claiming mistakes, lesion, bad faith or any other corruption
of the consent that could affect the validation of such authorization.
By virtue of the foregoing, the clients as well as their families and guests confirm
that they will not claim any amount and will not take any legal action against
ROMANZA and/or its subsidiaries or any other employment involved in the session
or contest.

7.- Modifications and/or Attachments
ROMANZA reserves the right to do modifications in the conditions of the herein
Contest to add consecutive attachments about the regulations of the contest and the
gifts, as long as they are justified, communicated to and do not harm the
competitors. The modifications would be published as these guidelines. If it is
necessary the contest could be put off or annulated, for this reason we invite you to
check them up in the website www.romanza.com.mx/winacanvas after your
participation.

8.- Liability
ROMANZA and its subsidiaries are exempt of any liability that can be originated by
these motives, as well as any chargeable circumstance to third-parties that can
affect the right enjoyment of the gift.ROMANZA and its subsidiaries will not be
responsible of the services of any other entity that collaborates provided to the
winners as consequence of the prices delivered and of any damage, understood as
the widest possible form.

9.- Data privacy
ROMANZA, of Mexican nationality with address in calle 11 sur, Mza 248, Lote 01,
Playa del Carmen, Q. Roo, México, is owner and head of the Facebook profile
http://www.facebook.com/romanzamx and responsible for the files generated
with the personal data supplied by the users through this website.
The interested party authorized ROMANZA to treat the personal data that
voluntarily gives with the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage the participation of the contest “WIN A CANVAS”
Answer to the received questions
Send information about ROMANZA activities even by electronic means.
Carry out studies and statistic calculation.
Carry out satisfaction surveys.
Quality Control.
Send personal or official greetings.
The diffusion in web posts, social medias, written media, videos, tele
vision, and the activity of ROMANZA.

The interested party allows and authorizes unambiguously the international
transfer of the personal data obtained for the participation in the contest “WIN A
CANVAS” to the purposes before mentioned.
All data are treated with absolute confidentiality, and are not accessible for third
parties for different purposes to the ones they have been authorized.
The file is created under the supervision and control of ROMANZA who assume the
liability in the adoption of security measures of technique and organization nature
to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the information, according to the
stated in the Organic Lay 15/1999 from December 13th, about Data Privacy of
Personal Nature, and other applicable legislations.
The competitor will respond, in any case, the truthfulness of the data provided,
reserving ROMANZA, the right to exclude the registered services to all users that
have provided false data, notwithstanding the above and other actions that proceed.

Any register competitor can exercise the rights of Access, rectification, opposition
and cancellation of all the personal data provided by the web
http://www.romanza.com.mx, al or email socialmedia@romanza.com.mx
through a written communication directed to the registered office of ROMANZA,
before mentioned.

